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ABSTRACT
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Information visualization produces (interactive) visual representations of abstract data to reinforce human cognition and perception; thus enabling the viewer to gain knowledge about the internal structure of the data and causal relationships in it. The visualization of information hierarchies is concerned with the presentation of abstract hierarchical information about relationships between various entities. It has many applications in diverse domains such as software engineering, information systems, biology, and chemistry. Information hierarchies are typically modeled by an abstract tree, where vertices are entities and edges represent relationships between entities. The aim of visualizing tree drawings is to automatically produce drawings of trees which clearly reflect the relationships of the information hierarchy.

This thesis is primarily concerned with introducing the new general tree drawing algorithm Quad that produces good visually distinguishable angles, and a characterization of general trees which allows us to classify general trees into several types based on their characteristics. Both of these topics are part of building an experimental study environment for the evaluation of drawing
algorithms for general trees.

The main achievements of this thesis include:

1. A study on characterization of general trees that aims to classify them into several types.

2. A tree drawing algorithm that produces visually distinguishable angles for high degree general trees with user specified angular coefficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Tree Drawing

Tree drawing is concerned with the automatic generation of geometric representations of relational information, often for visualization purposes. The typical data structure for modeling hierarchical information is a tree whose vertices represent entities and whose edges correspond to relationships between entities. Visualizations of hierarchical structures are only useful to the degree that the associated diagrams effectively convey information to the people that use them. A good diagram helps the reader understand the system, but a poor diagram can be confusing [11].

The automatic generation of drawings of trees finds many applications, such as

- software engineering (program nesting trees, object-oriented class hierarchies - *see Figure 1.1*),
- information systems (organization charts - *see Figure 1.2*, course flow charts - *see Figure 1.3*),
- decision support systems (activity trees - *see Figure 1.4*),
- artificial intelligence (knowledge-representation hierarchies - *see Figure 1.5*),
- logic programming (SLD-trees - *see Figure 1.6*).

Further applications can be found in other science and engineering disciplines, such as

- biology (evolutionary trees),
The usefulness of a drawing of a tree depends on its *readability*, i.e., its capability of conveying the information contained in the tree quickly and clearly.

Tree drawing algorithms are methods that produce tree drawings which are easy to read. Algorithms for drawing trees are typically based on some graph-theoretic insight into the structure of the tree. The input to a tree drawing algorithm is a tree $T$ that needs to be drawn. The output is a drawing $\Gamma$ which maps each vertex of $T$ to a distinct point in the 2D space and each edge $(u, v)$ of $T$ to a simple Jordan curve with endpoints $u$ and $v$.

![Figure 1.1 Object hierarchy drawing](image)

### 1.2 Tree Drawing Conventions

In this thesis we consider planar straight-line grid drawings which exhibit the subtree separation property. Now we explain the properties of these drawings and the motivation behind using them.

#### 1.2.1 Grid Drawings

A *grid drawing* is one in which each vertex is placed at integer coordinates (see Figure 1.7(a)). Grid drawings guarantee at least unit distance separation between nodes, and the integer coordinates...
Figure 1.2 Organization chart.

Figure 1.3 Tree-like flow chart of Rowan University Computer Science Department’s course offering.

of nodes allow such drawings to be rendered on displays, such as a computer screen, without distortions due to truncation and round-off errors. We assume that the plane is covered by horizontal and vertical channels, with unit distance between two consecutive channels. The meeting point of a horizontal and a vertical channel is called a grid-point. The smallest rectangle with horizontal and
Figure 1.4 Decision supported activity tree-like graph.

Figure 1.5 Knowledge representation graph: nodes are concepts, edges are relations between concepts
vertical sides parallel to the $X$ and $Y$ axis, that covers the entire grid drawing, is called the enclosing rectangle. The area of a grid drawing is defined as the number of grid points contained in its enclosing rectangle. Drawings with small area can be drawn with greater resolution on a fixed-size page. The aspect ratio of a grid drawing is defined as the ratio of the length of the longest side to the length of the shortest side of its enclosing rectangle. The optimal use of the screen space is achieved by minimizing the area of the drawing and by providing user-controlled aspect ratio.

1.2.2 Planar Drawings

A planar drawing is a drawing in which no two edges cross (see Figure 1.7(a) and (b)). Planar drawings are normally easier to understand than non-planar drawings (see Figure 1.7(c)), i.e.
drawings with edge-crossings. Planarity is also an important tree theoretic concept, which has been widely studied. Extensive research has been done on various kinds of planar drawings. For example, [6–8, 10, 12–14, 19, 22, 27, 30, 31] provide important results.

1.2.3 Straight-line Drawings

It is natural to draw each edge of a tree as a straight line between its end-vertices. The so called straight-line tree drawings have each edge drawn as a straight line segment (see Figure 1.7(a)). Straight-line drawings are easier to understand than polyline drawings (see Figure 1.7(b) and (c)), i.e. drawings in which edges have bends (more than one line segment). The experimental study of the human perception of tree drawings has concluded that minimizing the number of edge crossings and minimizing the number of bends increases the understandability of drawings of trees [20,21,28]. Ideally, the drawings should have no edge crossings, i.e. they should be planar drawings, and should have no edge-bends, i.e. they should be straight-line drawings.

1.2.4 Subtree Separation

A drawing of a tree \( T \) has the subtree separation property [6] if, for any two node-disjoint subtrees of \( T \), the enclosing rectangles of the drawings of the two subtrees do not overlap with each other. Drawings with the subtree separation property are more aesthetically pleasing than those without the subtree separation property. The subtree separation property also allows for a focus+context style [26] rendering of the drawing, so that if the tree has too many nodes to fit in the given drawing area, then the subtrees closer to focus can be shown in detail, whereas those further away from the focus can be contracted and simply shown as filled-in rectangles.
1.3 Types of General Trees

Currently, there are not many general tree types that have been defined rigorously. This is a consequence of most research in tree drawing being applied to binary trees. Another reason is general trees' unpredictability. A binary tree's size and width are restricted by its height, but a general tree's size and width do not have a strong connection to its height. This is also the reason why only a small number of researchers have devoted time to general trees. One part of this thesis is the definition of a few types for general trees based on their characteristics.

1.4 Environment for Experimental Study of General Tree Drawing Algorithms

An experiment setting for comparing the practical performance of drawing algorithms for general trees consists of (i) A simple format for storing general trees in text files; (ii) Save/load routines for generating general trees to files and for uploading general trees from files, respectively; (iii) a large suite of various types of general trees of various sizes; (iv) Quality measures such as area, aspect ratio, total edge length, average edge length, maximum edge length, minimum angle size, average angle size, closest leaf, and farthest leaf. As part of my research work, I contributed to item (i), (ii), and the ability of classifying general trees in various types based on their characteristics.

1.5 Outline of This Thesis

First, we analyze the general trees in more detail with few new and existing characteristics. Next, we present Quad, a novel drawing algorithm for general trees that achieves better visually distinguishable edge angles compared to existing general tree drawing algorithms. These characteristics will be used to define types for general trees. These definitions are critical contributions towards building an experimental study environment for general tree drawing algorithms. We now outline the structure of this thesis and summarize the principal results obtained: (Note that each chapter is
In Chapter 1 (this Chapter), we give an overview of techniques in tree drawing and providing the motivation for defining general tree types.

In Chapter 2, we define types for general trees.

In Chapter 3, we present the grid planar straight-line grid drawing algorithm (Quad) that achieves better distinguishable edge angles than prior published algorithms.

In Chapter 4, we summarize the main achievements of this thesis and identify future work.
2. CHARACTERIZATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF GENERAL TREES

2.1 Introduction

A binary tree is a tree data structure in which each node has at most two children. A general tree is a tree data structure in which each node can have any number of children. Binary trees have always been the favor or researchers because of their simplicity of their structure. Based on one or more structural properties, binary trees have been classified into many types: Full Binary Tree, Perfect Binary Tree, Complete Binary Tree, Balanced Binary Tree, AVL Binary Tree. One use of these classifications is to perform experimental studies to evaluate binary tree drawing algorithms (See for example, [2–5, 16–18, 32]).

However, general trees are more suitable to represent real-world data in many applications. Even though general trees are more applicable, surprisingly there has been very little study on defining types of general trees. Since, we are developing a general tree drawing algorithm and there are several existing general tree drawing algorithms, it is probable that one algorithm draws general trees better than another algorithm given certain quality measures of a general tree drawing. In the near future, researchers may wish to perform experimental studies on comparing general tree drawing algorithms. So, in this chapter, we classify general trees into several types, based on structural characteristics, just like the following binary tree types.

- **Full Binary Tree**: A full binary tree, or proper binary tree, is a tree in which every node has zero or two children.
• **Perfect Binary Tree:** A perfect binary tree is a full binary tree in which all leaves are at the same depth.

• **Complete Binary Tree:** A complete binary tree is a tree with $n + 1$ levels, where for each level $d \leq n - 1$, the number of existing nodes at level $d$ is equal to $2^d$. This means all possible nodes exist at these levels. An additional requirement for a complete binary tree is that for the $n$th level, while every node does not have to exist, the nodes that do exist must fill from left to right.

• **Balanced Binary Tree:** A balanced binary tree is where the depth of all the leaves differs by at most 1.

• **AVL Binary Tree:** An AVL binary tree's heights of the two child subtrees of any node differ by at most one.

### 2.2 Preliminaries

Throughout this chapter, all general trees or binary trees are rooted trees, which means each node has at most one parent and there is only one root in a tree (see Figure 2.1). Many widely referenced terminologies of tree data structures are used, defined as follows.

• **Node:** A node is an abstract basic unit used to build linked data structures such as trees, linked lists, and computer-based representations of graphs. Each node contains some data and possibly links to other nodes. Links between nodes are often implemented by pointers or references.

• **Parent of a node:** Parent node is a node that is the top node of other node(s).

• **Child of a node:** Child node is a node that is the sub node of another node.
• **Sibling of a node:** Siblings are nodes that share the same parent node.

• **Degree of a node:** Degree of a node is the number of edges from that node.

• **Direct edge:** A directed edge refers to the link from the parent node to the child node.

• **Root of a tree:** The root node of a tree is the node with no parent. There is at most one root node in a tree.

• **Leaf node:** A leaf node has no children.

• **Depth of a node:** The depth of a node $n$ is the length of the path from the root to the node.
  
  The root node is at depth zero.

• **Level of a tree:** The set of nodes in a tree at a given depth. The root node is at level zero.

• **Size of a tree:** The size of a tree is the number of nodes it contains, including the root.

• **Height of a tree:** The height of a tree is the depth of its furthest leaf. A tree with only a root node has a height of zero. The height of a binary tree is closely related to its size.

All of these definitions are not only applicable to binary trees, but also to general trees. However, they were all created for binary trees, so, to assist in categorizing general trees, in addition to these definitions, we define several more, as follows.

• **Pivot node:** If a node $R$ has an odd number of nodes, $2n - 1$, $n \geq 1$ nodes, $R$ has children $(C_1, C_2, ..., C_n, C_{n+1}, ..., C_{2n+1})$, the child node at the center of all node $C_n$ is called the pivot node, $C_p$. If a node $R$ has an even number of node, $2n$, $n \geq 1$ nodes, $R$ has children $(C_1, C_2, ..., C_n, C_{n+1}, ..., C_{2n})$, then there is no center node, then pivot node $C_p$ is an imaginary node and $C_p = \text{NULL}$. If a node $R$ is leaf node, then it does not have the pivot node (see Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.1  A general tree with size = 12. $n_0$ is the root. $n_0$ is the parent node of $n_{10}$, $n_{11}$, and $n_{12}$. $n_{10}$, $n_{11}$, $n_{12}$ are children nodes of $n_0$. $e_0$ is the edge between $n_0$ and $n_{10}$. $n_{20}$’s depth is 2. $n_{10}$, $n_{11}$, and $n_{12}$ are level 1 nodes. $n_{10}$ and $n_{11}$ are sibling nodes. $n_{20}$, $n_{21}$ to $n_{27}$ are leaf nodes.

- **Pivot tree:** For a tree $T$ rooted at $R$ and $R$ is a non-leaf node, pivot tree is the subtree rooted at the pivot node. If pivot node is an imaginary node, then pivot tree does not exist. (see Figure 2.2)

- **Left section:** For a tree $T$ rooted at $R$ and $R$ is a non-leaf node, left section is a part of tree $T$ containing all subtrees at the left of the pivot node and the root $R$. (see Figure 2.3)

- **Right section:** For a tree $T$ rooted at $R$ and $R$ is a non-leaf node, right section is a part of tree $T$ containing all subtrees at the right of the pivot node and the root $R$. (see Figure 2.4)

- **Load:** Load of tree is the size of the tree. Load of a node $n$ is the size of the tree rooted at node $n$. Load of a section is the total number of nodes in the section.

- **Width of a tree:** Width of a tree is the number of leaves in a tree.

The purpose of creating the load definition is to emphasize the importance of the size (number of children) of a node. In a binary tree, the upper and the lower limit of the size of a node is closely related to, and restricted by, its height, but in a general tree, the height can only influence the lower
limit of the size of a node. The size of a general tree node could have direct impacts on the size of its drawing or the number of operations needed to travel all nodes. Therefore, size should be considered as an important characteristic of a general tree.

The purpose of defining pivot node is to provide a ternary feeling for a general tree, left section, pivot section, and right section. Pivot node makes defining general tree types that relate to balance easier.
Figure 2.5 (a) Left subtrees, right subtrees, and pivot subtree, with general tree $T$ rooted at $R$ where $R$ has odd number ($n = 2m + 1$) of children. (b) Left subtrees, right subtrees, with general tree $T$ rooted at $R$ where $R$ has even number ($n = 2m$) of children. There is no pivot subtree in (b).

Figure 2.6 A node with odd number ($n = 2m + 1$) of children, $C_p$ is the pivot node of $R$.

2.3 General tree types

- Ordered General Tree: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is an Ordered General Tree, if the order of children is important and is not allowed to be changed. (i.e family tree, Figure 2.11)
Figure 2.7 A node with even number \((n = 2m)\) of children, \(C_p\) is an imaginary node and it is the pivot node of \(R\).

Figure 2.8 Different loads of subtrees rooted at node \(R\). \(R\) has odd number \((n = 2m+1)\) of children.

- **Unordered General Tree**: A tree \(T\) rooted at \(R\) is an Unordered General Tree, if the order of children is not important and can be changed by the purpose of usage (e.g. network node tree). Some unordered general trees can be considered ordered general trees with consideration of the order of children (e.g. networking tree, Figure 2.10). Since all children are not ordered, there is no way to identify the pivot node. Left subtree(s), right subtree(s), and pivot node cannot be defined for unordered general trees. All types that relate to left and right subtrees and pivot node, defined below are not applicable to unordered general trees.
Load Balanced General Tree: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Load Balanced General Tree, if the load of $T$’s left section is equal to the load of $T$’s right section and $T$’s pivot tree is a Load Balanced General Tree. $T$ is also a Load Balanced General Tree, if $R$ has no children. (see Figure 2.12)

Load Unbalanced General Tree: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Load Unbalanced General Tree, if the load of $T$’s left section is not equal to the load of $T$’s right section or the subtree at $T$’s pivot is a Load Unbalanced General Tree. (see Figure 2.13)

Load Complete Balanced General Tree: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Load Complete Balanced General Tree, if all subtrees in $T$ are Load Balanced General Trees. (see Figure 2.14)

Height Balanced General Tree: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Height Balanced General Tree, if the height of $T$’s left section differs from the height of $T$’s right section by at most 1 and $T$’s pivot tree is a Height Balanced General Tree. $T$ is also a Height Balanced General Tree, if $R$ has no children or is an imaginary node. (see Figure 2.15)
• **Height Unbalanced General Tree**: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Height Unbalanced General Tree, if the height of $T$’s left section differs from the height of $T$’s right section by more than 1 or the subtree at $T$’s pivot is a Height Unbalanced General Tree. (see Figure 2.16)

• **Height Complete Balanced General Tree**: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Height Complete Balanced General Tree, if all subtrees in $T$ are Height Balanced General Trees. (see Figure 2.17)

• **Complete Balanced General Tree**: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Complete Balanced General Tree, if $T$ is a Height Complete Balanced General Tree as well as a Load Complete Balanced General Tree. (see Figure 2.18)

• **Perfect General Tree**: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Perfect General Tree, if all non-leaf nodes have the same number of children and all leaves are at the same level. (see Figure 2.19)

• **Even General Tree**: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is an Even General Tree, if all non-leaf nodes at the same level have the same number of children and all leaves are at same level. (see Figure 2.20)

• **Short General Tree**: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Short General Tree, if the height of $T$ is less than half $T$’s width. (see Figure 2.21)

• **Tall General Tree**: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Tall General Tree, if the height of $T$ is greater than twice $T$’s width. (see Figure 2.22)

• **Right Load General Tree**: A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Right Load General Tree, if the load of $T$’s left section plus the load of $T$’s pivot tree is at most of half of the load of $T$’s right section. (see Figure 2.24)
• *Left Load General Tree.* A tree $T$ rooted at $R$ is a Left Load General Tree, if the load of $T$'s right section plus the load of $T$'s pivot tree is less than half of the load of $T$'s left section. (see Figure 2.23)

![Diagram of a general tree showing the content of a network.](image)

Figure 2.10 A general tree shows the content of a network. The order of each terminal (leaf) is not important for such a drawing.

Each of these types describes one or more structural characteristics of a general tree. Some general trees may qualify as one or more types. An ordered general tree could qualify for more types than an unordered general tree because of its ability to have left section, right section and a pivot tree. Sometimes, an ordered general tree may be viewed as an unordered general tree by user. For example a tree of clients in a network (see Figure 2.10) can also be viewed as an ordered general tree when clients are sorted by their IP address (see Figure 2.25). Drawing algorithms also treat trees differently. For example, general tree drawing algorithms H-V, Separation, and *Quad*
Figure 2.11 A partial programming language family tree-like graph. All nodes are ordered by time. [Online image, available at http://www.edrawsoft.com]

(described in next chapter) consider trees as unordered, because they all rearrange children to meet algorithm purposes. Level treats trees as ordered and keeps the order of children.
Figure 2.12 (a), (b), and (c) are three load balanced trees.

Figure 2.13 (a), (b), and (c) are three load unbalanced trees.
Figure 2.14 (a) and (b) are both load complete balanced trees.

Figure 2.15 (a) and (b) are both height balanced trees.

Figure 2.16 (a) and (b) are both height unbalanced trees.

Figure 2.17 (a) and (b) are both height complete balanced trees.
Figure 2.18 A drawing of a complete balanced general tree.

Figure 2.19 A drawing of a perfect general tree with all non-leaf nodes having 3 children.

Figure 2.20 A drawing of an even general tree where each non-leaf node of level 1 has 2 children and all non-leaf nodes of level 2 have 1 child.

Figure 2.21 A drawing of a short general tree with height = 3 and width = 11.
Figure 2.22 A drawing of a tall general tree with height = 10 and width = 4.

Figure 2.23 A drawing of a left load general tree.

Figure 2.24 A drawing of a right load general tree.
Figure 2.25 The same network in Figure 2.10, but now it is an ordered network tree where clients are ordered by IP address.
3. QUAD AN ALGORITHM FOR PLANAR STRAIGHT-LINE GRID DRAWINGS OF GENERAL TREES WITH USER SPECIFIED ANGULAR COEFFICIENT

3.1 Introduction

Visualizing a tree can enhance a user’s ability in understanding its structure. Hence, much research has been devoted to tree visualization, which has produced a plethora of tree-drawing algorithms [6–8, 12–15, 19, 22, 23, 27, 29–31]. Because of their simpler structure, most of the research has been devoted to drawing binary trees [1]. However, general trees appear more commonly in practice. Currently, there are three main planar straight-line grid drawing algorithms available for general trees, Level [22], H-V [9] and Separation [24].

3.2 Background

The Level-based algorithm was developed for binary trees but can be extended for general trees, produces drawings with most trivial understanding of trees by people (see Figure 3.1). The problem of the drawings produced by Level algorithm is that they have poor area and poor aspect-ratio. In addition to poor area and poor aspect-ratio, Level generates many small angles among outer edges.

The general trees extension of the H-V algorithm generates drawings with much better area than Level ($O(n \log n)$ versus $O(n^2)$), but it still produces drawings with poor aspect ratios and many small edge angles.

A more recent drawing algorithm, Separation [24], produces drawings with user-controlled
aspect ratio and optimal area even for high degree trees. However, Separation may also generate drawings with many small angles (see Figure 3.2).

One of the reasons Level, H-V, and Separation generate so many small angles is that they only use at most two quads of the Cartesian plane, which limits the growing space of the drawing. In addition to limited drawing space, they all treat leaves and subtrees in the same way, placing leaf child nodes first and then placing subtree child nodes in a line. The problem of allocating children, leaves and subtrees, in a line is that it assigns the largest angle possible between the first two allocated nodes even if they are both leaves. The angles will then quickly get smaller and smaller as more and more leaves or subtrees are added.

We have developed Quad [25], a general tree drawing algorithm which produces planar straight-line grid drawings. It mainly is intended to provide a drawing with good distinguishable angles when a node has high degree (see Figure 3.3). We also try to have a good aspect ratio and small area. Our algorithm is able to draw nodes in more than one quad (see Figure 3.4) and uses different procedures to place leaf nodes and subtree nodes. It first tries to place leaves in one quad, and then, if one quad is not enough to contain all leaves with angle above the specified angular coefficient, it will move into quad two and then quad four of a Cartesian plane (see Figure 3.5) as necessary. Our experiments show Quad produces drawings with better angles than all known existing general tree drawing algorithms on high degree trees.

![Figure 3.1 Drawing of a binary tree using the level algorithm with grid showing.](image)
Figure 3.2 Drawing of a general tree using the Separation algorithm. This general tree has 8 leaves and 2 subtrees. The edge angle between the last leaf and the first tree is very small. It is very hard to visually distinguish the edges. The same situation arises with the last few leaves of second subtree of the root.

Figure 3.3 Drawing of a general tree using our Quad algorithm with angular coefficient of 1. This is the same general tree in Figure 3.2. All edges are much more distinguishable.

3.3 Preliminaries

In the remainder of this thesis, we use the term drawing to mean a planar straight-line grid drawing. We will assume that the plane is covered by an infinite rectangular grid. A horizontal

Figure 3.4 Drawing of a general tree using Quad. The drawing spreads to 4 quads.
channel (vertical channel) is an infinite line parallel to $X$- ($Y$-) axis, passing through the grid-points.

Let $T$ be a degree-$d$ tree and let $\Gamma$ be a drawing of $T$.

Below is a list of terms with their definitions as they will be used in this paper.

• Location of a tree drawing: The X-Y location of the root of the tree.

• Allocate a tree drawing: The process of finding a good location for the tree in the X-Y plane.
- **Level:** The number of edges between a given node and the root. The Root by definition is at level 0.

- **Span:** The height and width of the tree drawing $\Gamma$. If the drawing $\Gamma$ has height $h$ and width $w$, then its span is denoted as $(w, h)$. $w$ and $h$ both can be zero or positive integers.

- **Directional Span:** The directional span is used to describe the height and width of a drawing within a quad. The difference between Span and Directional Span is that the Directional Span’s height or width are signed $(+/-)$. The sign is relative to the subtree root node.
  - $qn-x-span/qn-y-span$ (see Figure 3.6): This represents the directional span of quad $n$, $n \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$. If the sub-drawing of $\Gamma$ contained in quad $n$ has the height $h$ and width $w$, then its $qn-x-span$ is equal to $w$ when $n \in \{1,2\}$, or $-w$ when $n \in \{3,4\}$; and $qn-y-span$ is equal to $h$ when $n \in \{1,4\}$, or $-h$ when $n \in \{2,3\}$.
  - $q12-x-span$ (see Figure 3.7): This represents the $X$ directional span of a tree drawing in quad-1 and quad-2. If the sub-drawing of $\Gamma$ contained in quad 1 and quad 2 has the

![Figure 3.7 Illustration of all bi-quad based directional spans.](image-url)
width \( w \), then its \( q_{12} - x\text{-span} \) is equal to \( w \).

- \( q_{23} - y\text{-span} \) (see Figure 3.7): This represents the \( Y \) directional span of a tree drawing in quad-2 and quad-3. If the sub-drawing of \( \Gamma \) contained in quad 2 and quad 3 has the height \( h \), then its \( q_{23} - y\text{-span} \) is equal to \(-h\).

- \( q_{34} - x\text{-span} \) (see Figure 3.7): This represents the \( X \) directional span of a tree drawing in quad-3 and quad-4. If the sub-drawing of \( \Gamma \) contained in quad 3 and quad 4 has the width \( w \), then its \( q_{34} - x\text{-span} \) is equal to \(-w\).

- \( q_{41} - y\text{-span} \) (see Figure 3.7): This represents the \( Y \) directional span of a tree drawing in quad-4 and quad-1. If the sub-drawing of \( \Gamma \) contained in quad 4 and quad 1 has the height \( h \), then its \( q_{41} - y\text{-span} \) is equal to \( h \).

- **Angular Coefficient**: A user-specified coefficient used in determining the edge angle of a drawing. The coefficient is specified between 0 and 45 with a larger number increasing the majority of the angles between edges and thus the area of the drawing. Quad attempts to place the nodes at the locations that all edge angles are above the angular coefficient. For a subtree with a relatively small number of nodes, the angular coefficient will be the angular resolution of that particular subtree.

- **Expected Shape of the drawing**: Quad can produce a drawing of the tree spread to all four quads. The user can specify the desired shape of drawing they. The four choices are quad 1, quad 1-2, quad 1-2-3, and quad 1-2-3-4.

- **Direction of growth**: Quad puts the drawing of a nodes’ leaves and subtrees along the \( X \)-axis or the \( Y \)-axis. The drawing along \( X \)-axis is referred to as X-direction-growth while along \( Y \)-axis is referred to as Y-direction-growth. Directional of growth is explained in detail in
3.4 Direction of Growth

We introduce direction of growth as a way to have control over the overall aspect ratio of the drawing. Our algorithm mainly focuses on providing more distinguishable angles between edges, but, at the same time, we try to achieve a good aspect ratio.

For every tree node and the subtrees rooted at its children, if the algorithm were to continue appending the subtrees' drawings along the positive Y-axis direction, then the output drawing will continue getting longer in the positive Y-axis direction, which we call Y-direction-growth (see Figure 3.8). This would lead to a drawing with a poor aspect ratio. *Quad* addresses this problem by alternating the direction of growth. If one node's subtrees are allocated in the positive Y-axis direction (Y-direction-growth), then its subtrees' subtrees will be allocated in the positive X-axis direction (X-direction-grow). In general, for all even level subtrees, Y-direction-growth is applied,

![Diagram of direction of growth](image)

Figure 3.8 This is a quad-i mark-up drawing showing the Y-direction-growth.

- **Open Channel**: The axis orthogonal to the direction of growth.
Figure 3.9 A quad-1 drawing which shows the direction of growth at each level is alternating from the previous level between Y-direction-growth and X-direction-growth.

Figure 3.10 Each quad has different direction of growth from others, which keeps the overall drawing square. Quad 2, 3, 4’s drawings are the result of rotating a quad 1’s drawing counterclockwise by 90°, 180°, and 270° respectively.

and for all odd level subtrees, X-direction-growth is used (see Figure 3.9).
For simplicity in implementing Quad we use only positive X-direction-growth and positive Y-direction-growth, which are only within quad 1. If the drawing is intended to be drawn in quad 2, then it is “drawn” in quad 1 and then it is simply rotated 90° counterclockwise to relocate into the correct quad. What this means to direction of growth is that a node has positive Y-direction-growth in quad 1, then after rotating 90° counterclockwise it will become positive X-direction-growth in quad 2, or rotated 90° clockwise it will become negative X-direction-growth in quad 4, or rotated 180° clockwise it will become negative Y-direction-growth in quad 3. The intention of changing direction of growth in each quad is that the resulting drawing will have an good aspect ratio (see Figure 3.10).

3.5 General Algorithm Outline

Our algorithm uses the divide and conquer paradigm. It recursively splits the tree and applies the following sequence of steps at every subtree. For a tree with the root $R$.

- **Step 1:** Draw/allocate leaves. If $R$ has leaf children then each leaf node is assigned to a location relative to the location of the $R$.

- **Step 2:** Draw subtrees. If $R$ has subtrees, then recursively obtain drawings of all subtrees rooted at children of the $R$. After this step is completed, each subtree is represented by its root and a 1, 2, or 3 quad shaped drawing. This step will not be performed when the parent node does not have any subtrees.

- **Step 3:** Allocate subtrees. If $R$ has subtrees, then each subtree’s root will be assigned to a location relative to the location of the $R$.

During these three steps, all locations assigned to nodes are relative locations which assume parent node is at location $(0, 0)$. When all nodes in a tree complete the three steps, a top-down flow
Figure 3.11 Quads 1, 2 and 4 are used for drawing of a subtree within quad 1 of the parent node. Quad 3 is used for the edge to the parent.

of process assigns a final location to each node in the tree which is relative to the root of the tree.

The algorithm also takes two parameters: the angular coefficient and the quads to be used at root level. The angular coefficient will be used throughout all steps to maintain a general uniformity of angles between edges within a single subtree. A larger angular coefficient will result in a larger angle between edges, in turn increasing the area of the drawing. For a subtree with a small number of nodes, relative to the specified angular coefficient, *Quad* is able to achieve a resulting angular resolution of the leaf nodes will be equal to or larger than the specified angular coefficient. At the root level, the drawing can be spread over one, two, three, or all quads as specified by the quads parameter given by the user.

The drawing of a subtree is designed to spread to a maximum of three quads: quads 1, 2, and 4. The reason we intentionally leave quad 3 empty, is that the subtree’s parent will be located in quad 3, relative to the subtree’s root as origin, and we need to have a way to connect this subtree’s root to its parent without generating any crossings or overlappings (see Figure 3.11). We first draw all subtrees in quad 1, and then we rotate the drawing 90° clockwise or counterclockwise to produce a quad 2 or quad 4 drawing (see Figure 3.12).
Figure 3.12 An illustration of a subtree drawing being allocated into quad 2 of the parent node. The child is first allocated in quad 1 and then the drawing is rotated $90^\circ$ counterclockwise around the parent node into quad 2.

3.5.1 Leaf allocation

Leaf allocation is the first step of our algorithm. We try to assign a grid location for each leaf such that the area occupied by them is as small as possible and no two locations are collinear with the origin. Algorithms H-V and Separation align all leaves along the horizontal or vertical channels $X = 1$ or $Y = 1$, which makes the angular resolution decrease very quickly as more children are

Figure 3.13 (a) Separation drawing of a leaf-only node with 11 leaves. The angular resolution gets very small: only approximately $0.5^\circ$. (b) Quad drawing of same tree. The angular resolution is approximately $3^\circ$. 
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drawn (see Figure 3.13 (a)). We developed an algorithm called Valid Leaf Location (VLL), which finds valid grid locations for leaves within one quad. The angular resolution of a drawing from a leaf-only tree produced using VLL decreases at a slower pace than Separation, as more children are drawn (see Figure 3.13 (b) and Figure 3.14). Our tree drawing algorithm uses VLL with the angular coefficient to determine where to place leaves. Quad attempts to fit all leaves into quad 1 with an angle as close as possible to the angular coefficient. If the desired angular coefficient is too large for a one-quad drawing, leaves’ placement will expand to other quads, again being placed with edge angles as close as possible to the angular coefficient. This results in very uniform angles between leaf node edges within a subtree.

**Location Generator with VLL**

We want to have a set of all grid locations \((x_0, y_0), (x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)\) connected with straight lines to the origin \((0, 0)\), such that no two locations are collinear with the origin. For example, if we pick location \((0, 1)\) as a valid location, then the location \((0, 2)\) will not be a valid location, because
Figure 3.15 All solid dots are valid leaf locations, others are invalid leaf locations. Edges to a valid leaf location and a invalid leaf location will result in overlapping.

the lines between (0, 0) to (0, 1) and (0, 0) to (0, 2) will overlap each other (see Figure 3.15).

If two grid locations \((a, b)\) and \((c, d)\), \(a < c\) and \(b < d\), are collinear with origin \((0, 0)\), then \(c\) is the result of \(a\) multiplied with some integer constant \(n\) \((n > 1)\) and \(d\) is the result of \(b\) multiplied with the same integer constant \(n\) (see Figure 3.16). So in order to have a grid location \((p, q)\), which is not collinear with any other location \((x, y)\), \(x < p\), \(y < q\) and origin \((0, 0)\), \(p\) and \(q\) must not have a common integer divisor \(n\), \(n > 1\). This leads to the following lemma.

**Lemma 3.1** Grid location \((x, y)\) is a valid leaf location, if and only if \(x\) and \(y\) are relatively prime.

The algorithm Valid Leaf Location (VLL) uses the above lemma to generate valid grid locations (see Figure 3.17).

VLLGenerator is the procedure we use to produce a list of valid locations, using the VLL algorithm. The order in which these locations are generated is based on counterclockwise rounds, with each round being one grid unit further from the origin than the previous round (see Figure 3.18).

**Angle check for leaves**

The leaf location obtained using VLL is a valid potential location, but it might not be a location that meets the angular coefficient requirement provided by the user. *Quad* performs an angle check after each leaf node gets a potential location using VLL. *Quad* assumes there is an edge from the
Figure 3.16 If grid locations \((0,0), (a,b)\) and \((c,d)\) are collinear then there is an integer \(n, n > 1\), such that \(c = n \cdot a, d = n \cdot b\).

Figure 3.17 A map of all valid leaf locations within the square determined by points \((0,0)\) and \((7,7)\).

root to this potential location and checks the angle of this edge against the edges of all previously allocated leaves. If any angle is smaller than the angular coefficient, the potential location for this leaf might not be used if there is a neighboring quad available to expand to.

**Spread leaves to other quads**

After a potential location for a leaf is considered to violate the angular coefficient, the algorithm will try to place the leaf into another quad (see Figure 3.19). For example, when a node first tries
Figure 3.18 The order in which locations are provided by the VLL algorithm. Nodes 1 through 17 are children of node 0, labeled by the order in which they are generated. The arrows show that the VLL algorithm generates locations in a counterclockwise direction, with distance from the origin increasing with each pass.

Figure 3.19 A drawing with angular coefficient of 5. In (b) the 9th leaf is allocated in quad 2, because if it is allocated in quad 1 in (a), the angle $\alpha$ between the 9th leaf with another leaf is approximately 4 degrees which is smaller than target angular coefficient 5.

To place all leaves into quad 1 and its $(n+1)^{th}$ leaf gets a location which would create an angle smaller than the angular coefficient with one of the existing edges, our algorithm then will try to place the rest of the leaves into quad 2. If after another $m$ leaves, there are no more valid locations with satisfiable angle in quad 2, then quad 4 will be used to place leaves. If the root has so many
leaves that quad 4 still cannot contain the rest of the leaves without violating the angular coefficient, then the effort of inserting leaves with an angle equal to or greater than the angular coefficient will be stopped, and all remaining leaves will be evenly placed into quads 1, 2, and 4 in sequence. After all leaves are allocated, the algorithm will compute all directional span values based on the current stage of the drawing (see Figure 3.20).

3.5.2 Subtree allocation

After assigning locations to the leaves, we can allocate the subtrees, by assigning a relative location to the root of each subtree. We define two cases for allocating subtrees. The two cases are defined below. Because subtree allocation does not initially take leaf nodes into consideration, after subtree allocation, there may be small angles or overlappings between leaves and subtrees. These situations are explained and handled in section 3.5.3.

- Case 1: Only one subtree is to be allocated into one Quad. If the current tree has only one subtree needing allocation, determining the position of its root is trivial, dependent only upon the shape and spans of the subtree. In the following, consider $S$ to be the subtree needing
allocation, and consider $R$ to be the parent of $S$ in the state it is prior to $S$ being allocated. Since only one subtree needs allocation, $R$ may only contains leaves. Each type of subtree is allocated as following:

- One-Quad Subtree (see Figure 3.21): $X = 1, Y = q_{I-y-span}(\text{drawing of leaves}) + (\text{offset between subtree drawings, 1})$.

- Two-Quad Subtree (see Figure 3.22): $X = 1, Y = q_{I-y-span}(\text{drawing of leaves}) + (-q_{2-y-span})(\text{drawing of the subtree rooted at } S) + (\text{offset between subtree drawings, 1})$.

- Three-Quad Subtree (see Figure 3.23): $X = q_{4-x-span}(\text{drawing of the subtree rooted at } S) + 1, Y = q_{I-y-span}(\text{drawing of leaves}) + (-q_{2-y-span})(\text{drawing of the subtree rooted at } S) + (\text{offset between subtree drawings, 1})$.

Figure 3.21 Representation of allocation of a one-quad subtree. The subtree is allocated one unit offset from its parent’s leaves drawing, and one unit offset from the Y-axis.

- Case 2: Multiple subtrees to be allocated into one Quad. If the current tree has multiple subtrees that need to be allocated, the location of a subtree’s root is determined by its shape and
Figure 3.22 Representation of allocation of a two-quad subtree. The subtree is allocated one unit offset from its parent’s leaves drawing plus the subtree’s $-q_2$-$y$-span, and one unit offset from the Y-axis.

Figure 3.23 Representation of allocation of a three-quad subtree. The subtree is allocated one unit offset from its parent’s leaves drawing plus the subtree’s $-q_2$-$y$-span, and one unit offset from the Y-axis plus the subtree’s $-q_4$-$x$-span.

spans, as well as the shapes and spans of all previously allocated subtrees. In the following, consider $S$ to be the subtree needing allocation, consider $R$ to be the parent of $S$ in the state it is in prior to $S$ being allocated. Since multiple subtrees need to be allocated, $R$ may or may
not contain subtrees. If there is any subtree, each type of subtree is allocated as following:

- One-Quad Subtree (see Figure 3.24): \( X = 1, Y = q_l-y-span(\text{drawing of leaves and previous subtrees}) + (\text{offset between subtree drawings}, 1) \).

- Two-Quad Subtree (see Figure 3.25): \( X = 1, Y = q_l-y-span(\text{drawing of leaves and previous subtrees}) + (-q_2-y-span)(\text{drawing of the subtree rooted at S}) + 1 \).

- Three-Quad Subtree (see Figure 3.26): \( Y = q_l-y-span(\text{drawing of leaves and previous subtrees}) + (-q_2-y-span)(\text{drawing of the subtree rooted at S}) + (\text{offset between subtree drawings}, 1) \). For a tree containing subtrees \( \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_n\} \), \( X \) is a recursive function, defined as:
  
  * Recursive Case: \( X(t_m) = q_4-x-span(t_m) + X(t_{m+1}) \), where \( m < n \)
  
  * Base Case: \( X(t_n) = q_4-x-span(t_n) + (\text{offset between subtree drawings}, 1) \)

In this procedure, subtree drawings are closely allocated right next to each other. It requires to allocate three-quad subtrees, to avoid crossings (see Figure 3.27).

**Spread subtrees to other quads**

Similar to leaf allocation, our algorithm first tries to fit all subtrees into one quad. Because of the way we allocate the subtrees, the edge to the furthest two subtrees from the parent form the smallest angle. We can find this angle by computing the locations of the last two subtrees’ roots (see Figure 3.28). This angle is then compared to the angular coefficient. If the angle is too small, then the algorithm will evenly distribute the subtrees among two quads. The angle will then be checked, again, for both quads, and if this angle is still too small, the subtrees will be evenly distributed among three quads (see Figure 3.29). This angle can be computed with the following formulas:
Let $t_1, t_2, ..., t_n$ be the subtrees whose roots are the children of the tree under consideration. $t_1, t_2, ..., t_n$ will be allocated in this order within one quad. The minimum angle can be computed by finding the locations of the root of $t_n$ and $t_{n-1}$.

- The location $(X_n, Y_n)$ of the root of $t_n$: $X_n = -(q_4 \times \text{span})$ of $t_n + 1$, $Y_n = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} -(q_2 \times \text{span}) + (q_{41} \times \text{span})$ of $t_i$.

- The location $(X_{n-1}, Y_{n-1})$ of the root of $t_{n-1}$: $X_{n-1} = -(q_4 \times \text{span})$ of $t_n + -(q_4 \times \text{span})$ of $t_{n-1} + 1$, $Y_{n-1} = \sum_{i=1}^{n-2} -(q_2 \times \text{span}) + (q_{41} \times \text{span})$ of $t_i$. 

Figure 3.24 For a node containing one or more one-quad subtree, each one-quad subtree drawing is allocated to avoid crossings and overlappings with previous subtree drawings.
Because leaf nodes are allocated without consideration of subtree nodes, and vice versa, the algorithm may generate small angles, and even overlappings, between leaf edges and subtree edges. This is handled, within a quad, by reallocating any leaf node that conflicts with a subtree (see Figure 3.30).

There are two situations in which a conflict can occur. The first is when a node’s leaf edge and a subtree edge overlap. The second situation is when a node’s leaf edge and a subtree edge form an angle smaller than the angular coefficient. Both of these types of conflicts are handled as follows.

- If there is quad which has no leafs or subtrees allocated, the leaf node is reallocated into that open quad.
Figure 3.26 For a node containing more than one three-quad subtree, each three-quad drawing needs to be shifted to avoid crossings or overlappings with later three-quad subtrees.

Figure 3.27 (a) A three-quad subtree drawing, where reallocation is needed for previously allocated subtrees to avoid crossings or overlappings. (b) If the three-quad tree is drawn first then no reallocation is needed.
• If there is no empty quad, then the leaf node is reallocated into the open channel, within the same quad. That is, if the subtrees were placed in the $X$ direction, the conflicting leaves will be reallocated in the $Y$ direction where $x = 1$.

By design, Quad ignores the small angle conflict when all three quads are already in use.

3.6 Experimental Study

For an experimental study, we implemented the algorithm in C++. The algorithm was evaluated on randomly generated general trees with high degree at the root, consisting of up to twenty thousand nodes. The experiment evaluates the area as related to the number of nodes and the angular coefficient.

Figure 3.28 A drawing of a node with several three-quad drawing subtrees, all subtrees’ directional span values are known, so the last two subtrees $t_3$ and $t_4$’s location is easy to find. The angle formed by edges from the parent node to $t_3$ and $t_4$ is also easy to compute.
3.6.1 Random general tree generation

We developed a simple program in C++ to generate randomly structured general trees. The program takes two parameters: the size of the tree which is expected to be at least 1 and the maximum degree allowed on each node which is also at least 1. First the program creates the root node of the tree, then add a random number of leaves to the root. Next, the program runs iterations to add nodes to the tree until the size limit is reached. In each iteration, a randomly selected leaf node is converted to a tree node with a random number of leaves added to this node. Number of leaves added to a node is restricted by the maximum degree allowed on a node and the remaining size of the tree.
3.6.2 Evaluation process

To evaluate the algorithm, we varied $n$ up to 20,000. For each $n$, we have 10 different randomly generated trees, and use nine different angular coefficient values, from 5 to 45 in increments of 5.
Figure 3.32 The projection of the X-Z plane of the graph shown in Figure 3.31. The area increases as expected as the value of $n$ increases.

We then record the area of the drawing generated by Quad for each tree.

Figure 3.33 The projection of the X-Y plane of the graph shown in Figure 3.31. The rate at which the area increases, with respect to angular coefficient, increases as $n$ increases.
3.6.3 Results

As a result of our experimental study (see Figure 3.31), we found that with a relatively small \( n \) (several hundred), increasing the angular coefficient has less of an impact on the area of the tree. As \( n \) increases, the area increases as expected (see Figure 3.32), and the rate at which the area increases, with respect to angular coefficient, increases (see Figure 3.33). When \( n = 100 \), increasing the angular coefficient from 5 to 45 has almost no impact on the area of the tree. However, when \( n = 800 \), increasing the angular coefficient from 5 to 45 increases the area from 30,000 to over 40,000.

3.7 Conclusion

The task of creating a general tree drawing with consistent and distinguishable angles is accomplished by Quad better than any other known existing algorithm (see Figure 3.34). Quad provides more room, maximum four quads, to allocate leaves and subtrees. Quad also uses angular coefficient to avoid small edges angles. Quad’s tendency to grow in four directions (see Figure 3.10) also naturally creates a good aspect ratio. Edge crossings and overlappings are nonexistent in quad, and due to its subtree separation property, related nodes are clustered. These two factors create an overall structure that is easy to read and understand (see Figure 3.35). Quad avoids computationally intensive operations, allowing it to perform its task quickly.

Finally, the angular coefficient provided by the user can be used to focus the algorithm on the user’s preference of distinguishable angle or small area. A small angular coefficient will create a drawing with small area, but will be more crowded with small angles (see Figure 3.36), while a larger angular coefficient will result in larger area, but more separation between nodes (see Figure 3.37). Quad algorithm’s main focus is not to achieve best area performance and it produces drawings
with area bigger than Separation algorithm. Figure 3.38, Figure 3.39, Figure 3.40, and Figure 3.41 are four drawings of same 100 nodes general tree with max degree equals to 7. Figure 3.38 is a drawing of the Separation algorithm and has the smallest area: 384. Figure 3.39, Figure 3.40, and Figure 3.41 are 3 drawings of Quad algorithm with different angular coefficients and shapes. All three of Quad's drawings have larger area than Separation.
Figure 3.35 A tree with 40 leaves and two subtrees containing 10 leaves each. The angular resolution is small, around 0.5 degrees, but the tree is still understandable, because of subtree separation and the separation between leaves and subtrees.

Figure 3.36 A 100 node general tree with angular coefficient of 1°. All edges are not very distinguishable, but the area of the drawing is 648.
Figure 3.37  Same general tree as the one in Figure 3.36 with angular coefficient of 45°. This drawing has very distinguishable edges. However it has an area of 864.

Figure 3.38  A low degree (max = 7) 100 nodes general tree drawing from Separation algorithm with aspect ratio expected to be 1. The area is 384.
Figure 3.39 A low degree (max = 7) 100 nodes general tree drawing from Quad algorithm with angular coefficient equal to 5 and uses all 4 quads for root. The area of this drawing is 754.
Figure 3.40 A low degree (max = 7) 100 nodes general tree drawing from *Quad* algorithm with angular coefficient equal to 0 and only uses quad 1 for root. The area of this drawing is 735.
Figure 3.41 A low degree (max = 7) 100 nodes general tree drawing from Quad algorithm with angular coefficient equal to 0 and uses all 4 quads for root. The area of this drawing is 672.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis has investigated problems related to the automatic generation of planar straight-line grid drawings of trees with visual distinguishable edge angles. Trees are very common data-structures. They are used to model information in a variety of applications, such as software engineering, biology, business administration, and website design. The area of a drawing is perhaps the most commonly used metric of the aesthetic quality of that drawing. However without visual distinguishable edge angles, the drawings are difficult to understand. We developed Quad, a new algorithm that enables the user to input an angular coefficient value adjust the edge angle. For future work, we are going to develop an application that uses Quad to produce drawings for COI (Community Of Interest) graphs (see Figure 4.1) which is used by AT&T to flag or throttle the traffic in telephony network. Quad’s efficiency in regard to area could also be improved, while making sure the running time of the algorithm does not increase.

This thesis also defined several types of general trees. These general tree types are based on many existing general tree characteristic definitions and few new characteristic definitions introduced in this thesis.

Both topics discussed in this thesis are part of building the environment for an experimental study on general tree drawing algorithms. Quad will be one of the drawing algorithms to be tested, along with H-V and Separation. Classifying general trees allows future studies to perform on specific type of trees. It is possible to find the best algorithm to draw one or more types of general
Figure 4.1 A drawing of a COI (Community of Interest) graph [Image from: Adrian Rusu, Yehuda Koren, presentation at AT&T labs 2006 University Collaboration Symposium.]

trees, one or more particular aesthetics, or a combination of both. So for future work, we need to complete building the experimental study environment and perform the experimental study.
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